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This paper first analyzes the the characteristics and evolvement of the timing 
method, the basic astronomy theory about zodiac, twelve earthly 
branches,twenty-eight lunar mansions and the reletionship established among 
them,textual analyzes multi-anglely Liuren originated astronomical background and 
astronomy meaning of the divination rules.  
In the study based on the diffrences of the two sets of Taisui system in depth and 
the evolement from Jupiter calendar to Taisui calendar afterwards, analyzes the 
relationship between the establishment of new Heaven Way and  new divination 
form such as Liuren. 
Liuren logical way of thinking is characterized by entry point,from  the logical 
starting point of divination cognition, cognitive object, rules of divination, the 
paradox and the transcendent rationality characteristics embodied on the divination 
are studied In-depth.By subject and object opposition from the root of the human 
mind and characteristics of self-referentiality , divination cognition depending on 
causal cognition paradox are revealed. 
In particular distinction on the basis of physical phenomena and human affair, 
from view of image,view of Tao and view of mind these three ways are discussed to  
eliminate the binary opposition.Divination such as Liuren is considered as an integral 
part of traditional Chinese affairs theory,and the divination knowledge is 
distinguished from science knowledge and religious knowledge.  
Although Liuren and other forms of divination didn't develop a perfect logic 
system, Liuren implies a unique logical rules behind practice divination experiences 
and rules summary, riching in philosophical thinking behind the utilitarian while 
avoiding disadvantages. By the comparative analysis between "the historical concept  
set" to Liuren images, internal consistency is initially revealed about cognitive logic 
of divination with Hegel's dialectical logic and Hexin`s pan-evolution logic. 
The corpus of divination is the unity of cognitive corpus and virtue corpus. Here, 
harmony between man and nature to establish the virtue corpus, instead of contrasting  















realized the unity of man and nature. Divination determines the logic characteristic of 
cognition of its own that must be adhered to all the unique values. Only by integrating 
knowledge and value, emotion and reason, harmony and unity relationships can be  
established between human beings and the nature. This is the harmony of man with 
nature, also the value and meaning of life. 
The divination its learning is ever one of the most precious parts of ancient 
Chinese culture,possessed a high position once.This research demonstrates divination 
cognitive schema plays an important role towards the establishment of  new logic 
view and values, the rebuilding of perceptual intuition approach with distinctive 
Chinese philosophy feature, the inspires meaning and modern value etc,. 
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